The Dizzy Pig Lineup
®

Dizzy Pig Original Line
Dizzy Dust™

Tsunami Spin™

Crossroads™

Dizzy Dust, our best-selling
seasoning, possesses a
fresh and unique flavor
without straying too far
from what folks expect
from a BBQ rub. It has
flavored hundreds of tons
of food, and won
countless awards.

Inspired by flavors
from the Far East,
Tsunami Spin provides
a carnival of
meticulously balanced
flavors without
overpowering your
delicate foods. There
is nothing out there
like it.

Dizzy PIg returns
to the roots with
Crossroads — a
classic rub designed
for American BBQ,
and for a traditional
balanced flavor on
any food.

Also available in Coarse
Grind and salt-free.

Mild heat level
Pork, Poultry and More

Shakin’ the Tree™

Mild heat level
Pork, Poultry, Beef

Mild heat level
Poultry, Pork, Seafood, Veggies

Raising the Steaks™

Mild heat level
Poultry, Seafood, Breads, Veggies

Pineapple Head™

Based loosely on the
popular “Montreal
Style” seasoning,
Dizzy Pig’s Raising the
Steaks turns the
original on its head
with fresh ground
seasonings. Amazing
on beef, but quite
versatile.

Medium heat level
Beef, Poultry, Seafood, Veggies

Jamaican Firewalk™
This rub, with a huge
peppery punch, is
based loosely on the
island traditionof
“jerk”. Jamaican
Firewalk touts a
heftydose of
ginger,habanero
chilies, and Jamaican
allspice berries.

Cow Lick Steak Rub™

Happy Nancy is a mild
blend without chiles or
peppercorns. Designed
for sensitive taste buds,
kids, and mild foods,
Happy Nancy has
bright, clean flavors that
compliment just about
everything. Mild doesn’t
have to be bland!

Also available in
salt-free.

Red Eye Express™
A rich mix that offers
a parade of flavors
and aromas. An
exciting blend of
herbs and chiles is
rounded out with the
malty flavor of fresh
ground coffee.

For beef, there is
nothing like Cow Lick.
This Texas style blend
is a natural on steaks
and hamburgers
and makes a great
sprinkle for fresh
sliced tomatoes,
eggs, or wherever
you desire a peppery
kick.

Medium heat level
Steak, Brisket, Burgers, Tomatoes

Game On!™

A sweet blend with a
memorable flavor and a
little heat, Pineapple
Head is loved and
cherished by our foodie
customers. It is
amazing on grilled
pineapple and fruit,
but new uses are being
discovered every day.

Medium heat level
Fruit, Desserts, Veggies, Seafood

A tasty blend with a
mix of pure maple
sugar perfectly
balanced with herbs
and spices. Designed
as an amazing
salmon rub, but is
extremely versatile.

Mild heat level
Seafood, Pork, Poultry, Salmon

Mild heat level
Poultry, Seafood, Veggies

Happy Nancy™

Unimpressed with
commercial lemon
pepper, we invented
Shakin’ the Tree. It’s
lemon pepper to the
fourth power and it’s
good on just about
anything you can
cook on the stove
or grill.

Raging River™

Medium heat level
Beef, Pork, Wild Game

Swamp Venom™
With influences
from Georgia to
Texas, Swamp
Venom is a deep
South inspired
concoction for
those that like a ton
of flavor and a good
spicy hot kick!

Coffee provides a rich
and malty backdrop
for a custom blended
collection of zingy
spices, herbs and
ginger that play a
harmony on the
tongue! It’s delicious
on just about
anything that crawls,
walks, flies, or runs.

Medium heat level
Venison, Duck, Beef, Wild Game

Spicy heat level
Pork, Chicken, Beef, Seafood

Dizzy Pig “ish” Fusion Blends
Our “ish” Fusion Blends are region-inspired blends for pan searing and all types of cooking.

Bombay Curry-ish™

Fajita-ish™
With this
seasoning,
we’ve created
the perfect
blend and
totally nailed
the south-ofthe-border
flavor profile.

Whether you
are a curry fan
or not, this
blend is
extremely
versatile and
both bright
and earthy.

Mediterranean-ish™
Captures the
exotic and
enticing
aromas and
flavors of Italy
and Greece
for your next
cooking
adventure.

Spicy heat level
Pork, Chicken, Seafood, Beef
Medium heat level
Beef, Chicken, Seafood

Medium heat level
Most Foods

Mild heat level
Meats, Veggies, Breads

Bayou-ish™
Capture the
voodoo vibe in
the sizzle of a
cast iron pan or
on a hot grill, as
you sear
spice-crusted
fish, seafood,
chicken, ‘gator,
beef, pork or
veggies.

Medium heat level
Seafood, Chicken, Pork

